[1] We use the degree of degradation of crater-associated radar-dark deposits on Venus to estimate the age of the crater and neighboring units. We analyzed craters !30 km in diameter superposed on regional plains (subpopulation 1; 138 craters) and on later units (subpopulation 2; 30 craters) and estimated percentages of craters with dark parabolas (DP), clear dark halo (CH), faint dark halo (FH), and no dark halo (NH). We constructed theoretical models of the evolution of these percentages with time for two possible interpretations of the upper boundary of the regional plains: (1) globally synchronous and (2) nonsynchronous (diachronous). They show that in the synchronous case the dark deposit lifetimes are proportional to the corresponding percentages observed for subpopulation 1: T DP = 0.15T, T CH = 0.3T, and T FH = 0.3T, where T is the mean global surface age of Venus. In diachronous cases the percentages may or may not be proportional to the appropriate lifetimes, depending on the range of the regional plains. If the time range of plains emplacement is not larger than ±0.5T, the use of T DP = 0.15T and T CH = 0.3T is appropriate. We consider the time $0.5T ago as the lower time boundary for the age of the now-observed CH craters and the time 0.1-0.15T ago as the lower boundary for the age of DP craters. We propose that the Atlian Period of the geologic history of Venus be subdivided into Upper and Lower Epochs, with the boundary between them at $0.5T ago, and the lower boundary of the Aurelian Period be placed at 0.1-0.15T ago. We apply this approach to assess ages of activity of three volcanictectonic structures on Venus: Beta Regio-Devana Chasma (shows evidence of activity younger than 0.5T ago), Mylitta Fluctus (also younger than 0.5T), and Atla Regio (shows evidence of activity younger than 0.1-0.15T ago).
Introduction
[2] Determination of the absolute age of surface geologic units of the planets and satellites is a powerful tool for understanding their geologic histories. This is usually accomplished through determination of the areal density of impact craters on different geologic units. Although successfully applied to the studies of Mars, the Moon and other satellites, this approach meets difficulties in the case of Venus. With about 1000 impact craters on the whole surface of Venus Phillips et al., 1992] , their areal density can be used only for determination of the mean surface age of this planet and the mean surface ages of global geologic units or terrain types occupying very large areas (>15-20 Â 10 6 km 2 ), for example, tessera terrain, regional plains, and large volcanic constructs [Ivanov and Basilevsky, 1993; Basilevsky et al., 1999; Namiki and Solomon, 1994; Suppe, 1994, 1995] . Estimation of the mean surface age of the geologic units on Venus implies lumping together spatially separated areas of the units and involves additional assumptions which are criticized by some workers [Guest and Stofan, 1999; Campbell, 1999] . Individual structures, even as large as Maat Mons or Ozza Mons volcanoes, Mylitta Fluctus lava field and Beta/Devana region or Ganis Chasma rifts, each contain at best not more than several craters, and this precludes their reliable dating based on determination of crater densities.
[3] In this situation it was suggested by several workers that the degree of degradation of individual craters could be used for estimation of surface age. Based on the observation that impact craters with extensive dark parabolic deposits JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH, VOL. 107, NO. E8, 10.1029 /2001JE001584, 2002 Copyright 2002 by the American Geophysical Union. 0148-0227/02/2001JE001584$09.00 (hereafter ''dark-parabola craters'') are among the youngest features of local stratigraphic columns and compose about 10% of the Venus crater population [Campbell et al., 1992] , it was suggested that they are younger than 0.1 T, where T is the mean surface age of Venus Basilevsky, 1993; Strom, 1993; Herrick and Phillips, 1994] . In this concept, nonparabola craters are considered as old enough (>0.1 T) to lose parabolas, which they possessed initially, due to surface degradation (mostly eolian) processes. Schultz [1992] pointed out the possible effect of the impact direction on the formation of the dark parabolas: impacts from the west are more favorable for parabola formation than impacts from the east. Izenberg et al. [1994] suggested an age sequence of crater degradation from youngest to oldest: 1) craters with parabola and dark halo, 2) craters with dark halo only, and 3) craters with partial or no dark deposits.
[4] The age sense of this morphological sequence was shown by Izenberg et al. [1994] through demonstration that along this sequence the percentage of volcanically embayed and tectonically deformed craters progressively increased. Formation of crater-related radar-dark material of the parabolas is believed to be a result of the deposition of the fine fraction of crater ejecta sorted out during the settling of ejecta through the zonal (east-west) high-altitude winds of the atmosphere of Venus [Campbell et al., 1992; Vervack and Melosh, 1992] . The appearance of a nonparabolic radardark halo as a remnant from the degraded dark parabola is a logical conclusion supported by the observations of Izenberg et al. [1994] . Eolian resurfacing of the dark material is usually suggested as the mechanism of dark deposit degradation Izenberg et al., 1994; Herrick et al., 1997] . A catalog sorting specific craters into the darkparabola, dark halo and no halo classes corresponding to different degradation degrees can be found in the crater database of R. Herrick (http://www.lpi.usra.edu/research/vc/ vchome.html).
[5] In this work we explore the same approach of using the degree of degradation of individual craters (namely the Figure 1 . Craters Stuart (30.79°S, 20.22°E, D = 68.6 km) and Zenobia (29.35°S, 28 .55°E, D = 39.1 km). Crater Stuart is classified as a dark-parabola crater by Campbell et al. [1992] , the R. Herrick database and by us. Crater Zenobia is considered as a dark parabola crater by R. Herrick and in this paper, but is not in the list of dark-parabola craters of Campbell et al. [1992] . Portion of the global Magellan mosaic.
degree of degradation of the crater-related radar-dark deposits) for crater age estimates and apply it to the dating of several prominent geologic structures on Venus. Because assigning discrete craters to different stages of degradation is based on the qualitative consideration of the crater images and resulting opinions, we decided not to rely solely on the crater classification given in R. Herrick's crater database but to do our own observations and the analysis, to classify the craters, and then to compare our classification and sorting of the craters with that of Herrick.
[6] We therefore undertook a photogeological analysis of the Magellan images of all craters !30 km in diameter. This size limit is a compromise between morphologic visibility, which is better for craters of larger size, and statistical reliability, which is favored by more numerous craters at smaller size. As a guide for this study and as a source of the crater names and sizes we used the updated version of the Schaber et al. [1998] crater database available on http:// wwwflag.wr.usgs.gov/USGSFlag/Space/venus. Names of other surface features were taken from the USGS planetary nomenclature site http://wwwflag.wr.usgs.gov/USGSFlag/ Space/nomen/vgrid.html. In our analysis we used all available Magellan C1-and C2MIDRP's as well as the global SAR image of Venus made at Brown University by Emily Stewart, 2000. The latter is a mosaic of C1-MIDR browse images at 1.6 km per pixel. Images from Cycles 2 and 3 were used to fill gaps in Cycle 1 data from individual C1 MIDRP's. The advantage of this mosaic is that the level of image stretching is consistent across the globe. In the cases where high-resolution images of the craters studied were especially important for the analysis, we also used the FMAPs.
Crater Deposit Degradation Analysis
[7] In this work we studied images of 186 of 188 craters !30 km in diameter listed in the Schaber et al. [1998] crater database. For two craters from the list there are no Magellan images. Most of the studied craters (except 6) are also listed in Herrick's database. We accomplished the study through the analysis of the degree of degradation of the crater, determining simultaneously which geologic units the . Crater Greenaway is classified as a dark-parabola crater by Campbell et al. [1992] and by us and not classified as a dark-parabola crater by R. Herrick. The reason is probably that the extended dark feature associated with crater Greenaway is not clearly parabolic (due to interference with dark deposits of other craters in the area). Crater Ban Zhao is classified as a darkparabola crater by all (Campbell et al. [1992] , R. Herrick, and us) . Crater Maria Celeste is heavily obscured by the dark parabola of the crater Greenaway. Portion of the global Magellan mosaic. studied craters are superposed on and which units are superposed on these craters. In most cases the relations of craters and the crater-related deposits with neighboring geologic units were rather obvious and easily described. In typical cases, as well as in specific and complicated cases, thorough photogeologic analysis and mapping was completed (for 37 of 186 craters). In mapping and descriptions we used geologic units suggested by Basilevsky et al. [1997] and Basilevsky and Head [1995 , 2000 . This model of the global stratigraphy of Venus is more updated compared to two other existing models [Tanaka et al., 1997] (revised by ). All three models follow the general rules of identification of geologic (stratigraphic) units in planetary mapping summarized by Wilhelms [1990] . Recently, Hansen [2000] suggested modifications in planetary geologic mapping emphasizing a necessity to clearly delineate tectonic structures from material units. This might be relevant for the analysis of the models of the Venusian stratigraphy mentioned above, but is not relevant for the approach used in this work, that is, the usage of the degradation degree of crater-related radar-dark deposits as an estimation of age.
[8] The geologic units used in this work are (from older to younger): Tessera-forming material (Tt), material of Densely fractured plains (Pdf ), material of Plains with fractures and (broad) ridges (Pfr), material of Fracture Belts (FB), material of Shield plains (Psh), material of Plains with wrinkle ridges (Pwr), material of Lobate and Smooth plains (Pl/Ps) and material of Rifted terrain (RT). Definitions and descriptions of the units can be found elsewhere: Basilevsky et al. [1997] and Basilevsky and Head [1995 , 2000 . They are also clearly delineated from the following figures of this paper and in the captions.
[9] The following are a few notes clarifying some issues of the stratigraphic model used. The Pwr plains are very widespread (50 -60% of the surface of Venus) so they are often called ''regional plains'' by us and others. The geologic episode separating material of Pwr plains from the overlying materials of Lobate and Smooth plains was compressional deformation resulting in a network of wrinkle ridges. A significant (or even dominant) part of the Shield plains material (Psh1) was also affected by wrinkle ridging and is often considered as part of the regional plains. Some small occurrences of Shield plains material 5 -4 (Psh2) are superposed on the material of Pwr plains and on the wrinkle ridge network and thus are generally contemporary to the Lobate and Smooth (Pl/Ps) plains. Rifted terrain (RT) postdated the emplacement of Pwr plains and the wrinkle ridging so it is broadly contemporaneous with Pl/Ps and Psh2. The descriptive part of this work and most of the conclusions do not depend on if the same units of the sequence mentioned are generally synchronous around the planet, as is suggested by our stratigraphy model, or the sequences of units observed in different parts of the planet are diachronous, as suggested by Guest and Stofan [1999] . Moreover, the results of this work bring some progress to this controversy.
[10] It is well known that dark deposits associated with many craters typically are poorly seen on highly faulted materials such as Tessera terrain, Densely fractured plains, Fracture Belts and Rifted terrain [Phillips et al., 1991; Arvidson et al., 1992; Campbell et al., 1992] . So we concentrate in this study on craters superposed on regional plains (Pwr + Psh1) and on Pl, Ps and Psh2 materials postdating them. For the purpose of this work it is important also to determine the presence and the type of crater-related dark deposits for craters sitting in the rift zones. This was possible through observations of remnants of slightly fractured and unfractured blocks which are almost always present within the rift zones. In this work we determine the number of craters and the type of the associated radardark deposits for two subpopulations: 1) those superposed on Pwr/Psh1 regional plains and 2) those superposed on post-Pwr materials (Pl, Ps, Psh2 and RT). Craters superposed on the regional plains and simultaneously on the older units were considered as belonging to subpopulation 1 because they postdated the regional plains and the wrinkle ridge network. Craters superposed on the regional plains and simultaneously on the younger units were considered as belonging to the subpopulation 2 because they postdated the post-Pwr materials. By studying craters superposed on Pwr/ Psh1 regional plains and on post-Pwr materials we cover the two younger periods of the geologic history of Venus: Atlian and Aurelian [Basilevsky and Head, 1997; Basilevsky and Head, 1995 , 2000 . Pre-Atlian periods of the geologic history of this planet are not covered by this study.
[11] Among the 188 craters !30 km in diameter studied, 138 craters were found to belong to subpopulation 1 ( postdating Pwr plains and, except for 2 cases, postdating their wrinkle ridge network) while 30 craters were found to belong to subpopulation 2 (postdating post-Pwr units). Ten craters were found to be superposed on the older units (mostly Tt) showing definite relations neither with regional plains nor with post-Pwr units, 7 craters were found to be heavily flooded by regional plains or post-regional-plains materials, for 2 craters of the list there are no Magellan images, and for one crater Magellan imaged only a small part of it.
[12] We classified craters sitting on regional plains and on post-regional-plains units into five classes: 1) dark-parabola (DP) craters, 2) craters with clear dark halo (CH), 3) craters with faint dark halo (FH), 4) craters with no dark halo (NH), 5) craters with potential associated dark deposits obscured 5. Crater Isabella (29.81°S, 204.19°E , D = 175 km) with a clear radar-dark halo (see north, southeast and southwest of the crater) superposed on regional Pwr plains. This crater is listed in the Herrick database as having no halo probably because of the incompleteness of the circular halo. Portion of C2 MIDRP 30S181;1.
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by other dark deposits. In its general idea this classification (classes 1-4) is practically the same as the classification suggested by Izenberg et al. [1994] and Herrick and Phillips [1994] , and used in Herrick's crater database mentioned above. In practice, our approach of image analysis and classification differed in some respects from that used in Herrick's database and this difference will be described in the following sections.
Dark-Parabola (DP) Craters
[13] In their definition and identification we follow the work of Campbell et al. [1992] . As a result of our photogeological analysis we classified as dark-parabola craters (Figure 1 ) all 24 craters !30 km in diameter from their list. In addition we classified as DP two more craters of this size category not listed by these authors. One of this craters is Zenobia (29.35°S, 28.55°E, D = 39.1 km; Figure 1 ) and another one is Bender (12.96°S, 327.35°E, 39.8 km) . Zenobia has a degraded parabola that probably was the reason for not including it in the list by Campbell et al. [1992] . However, its parabolic feature is still very visible so we decided to classify this crater as a dark-parabola one. Bender's parabola is even more visible and its absence in the Campbell et al. [1992] list is probably related to its late (cycle 3) imaging in the mission. So we have classified 26 craters as DP, of which 21 belong to subpopulation 1 (postdate regional plains) and 5 belong to subpopulation 2 (postdate post-regional-plains units). Among our 26 DP craters, 15 are classified by the Herrick database as certain dark-parabola ones, 3 as probably having dark parabolas, 3 (Montessori, Bolein and Austen) as having dark nonparabolic haloes, and 4 (Dashkova, Cotton, Greenaway, Yonge) as having neither parabola nor dark halo (Figure 2 ).
Craters With Clear Dark Halo (CH)
[14] These differ from the dark-parabola craters in having a typically smaller and nonparabolic associated dark feature. The halo was considered as prominent if it differed significantly in its darkness from the surrounding plains (Figure 3) . In our approach, the size of the dark halo (large or small) was not a parameter of classification as well as the halo completeness. The presence of a prominent dark feature even at Figure 6 . Crater Ermolova (60.30°N, 154.42°E, D = 60.9 km) with a clear radar-dark halo. Crater superposed on the field of Psh1 plains which are noticeably darkened by the crater-associated deposit. Even more clear are distant parts of the halo superposed on regional Pwr plains. Outer boundary of the halo is diffuse. Listed in Herrick database as having no dark halo probably because surface neighboring the crater looks brighter than at some distance. Portion of C1 MIDRP 60N153;1. one side of the crater was sufficient for us to classify the crater as CH (Figure 4 ). There are cases when a clear dark halo surrounding the crater is seen within the crater-associated dark parabola while other craters with a dark parabola show no dark halo within. For us, the presence of a dark parabola was the dominant classificational parameter and we classified these craters in the dark-parabola category. We classified as dark halo craters (CH and FH ones) only those which have a dark halo and do not have a dark parabola. Herrick in his database describes whether or not a dark halo is present within a dark parabola. So his category of darkparabola craters includes part of his category of dark-halo craters.
[15] As a result of our photogeological analysis we classified 56 craters as having a clear dark halo, of which 39 belong to subpopulation 1, and 17 belong to subpopulation 2. Among our 56 CH craters, 36 are classified by the Herrick database as having dark haloes and 20 as having no dark haloes. The reason why those 20 craters were not classified by R. Herrick as dark-halo was probably the circular incompleteness of the halo ( Figure 5 ) and the prominence of halo not at the boundary with crater ejecta but at some distance ( Figure 6 ). One more reason for the disagreement is that in some cases the crater under study was significantly flooded by younger Pl/Ps plains, so the link of the preserved dark halo remnants to the given crater was not obvious and demanded special mapping and analysis (crater Alcott, see below).
Craters With Faint Dark Halo (FH)
[16] Their halo is certainly visible but does not differ significantly in darkness from the neighboring plains ( Figure 7 ). We classified 40 craters as FH, of which 34 belong to subpopulation 1 and 6 belong to subpopulation 2. Among 40 of our CH craters, 16 are classified in the Herrick database as having dark haloes and 24 as having no dark haloes. The reasons why those 24 craters were not classified by R. Herrick as dark-halo were probably lack of their prominence and the circular incompleteness of the halo (Figure 8 ), as well as embayment by younger lavas (Figure 9 ).
Craters With No Dark Halo (NH)
[17] We classified 27 craters as NH (Figures 10 and 11 ), of which 26 belong to subpopulation 1 and one belongs to subpopulation 2. Among our 27 NH craters all 27 are classified by the Herrick database as having no dark haloes. It is necessary to say that some very faint remnants of dark deposits can be found on stretched images on many craters classified as having no dark halo, so the boundary between the craters with no halo and with faint halo sometimes may be disputable.
Obscured Craters
[18] In this analysis we have found that in some cases craters under study and their close vicinities are mantled by dark deposits of other craters and by regional dark mantles of unknown source (see Figure 2 ). This mantling was not an obstacle to determining on which geologic unit this given crater was superposed, but it made it difficult or sometimes impossible to determine if this given crater has the associated dark deposit and its type. We have found that subpopulation 1 (postdate regional plains) contains 18 such craters and subpopulation 2 (postdate post-regional-plains units) contains only one such crater. Of these 19 craters, 16 are listed in Herrick's database as having no dark haloes and 3 craters are absent from the list.
[19] The results of photogeologic analysis of the craters which belong to subpopulations 1 and 2 are summarized in Table 1 .
[20] For the subsequent analysis we may ignore the obscured craters and work with the remaining ones (option 1). Or we may try to assess the possibility that they belong to classes DP to NH (option 2). With high probability, we may suggest that among the obscured craters there are no DP craters because their areally extended parabolic features would be seen and found outside the obscured areas. Thus, potentially among the obscured craters may be those with clear halo, with faint halo and with no halo. Among the 18 obscured craters of subpopulation 1, 7 are obscured by dense dark mantle, which may hide even a clear halo, and 11 are obscured by a rather faint mantle, which can obscure faint or no halo but a clear halo would be visible through it. So these observations suggest that we can subdivide the 7 crater into classes CH, FH and NH based on the percentages of these classes among the unobscured part of the subpopulation. Rounding the numbers to integers we come to the conclusion that among these 7 craters, 3 probably belong to . Crater Rhys (8.57°N, 298°E, D = 44 km) with a faint radar-dark halo. It was superposed on Pwr regional plains and then embayed over 3/4 of its ejecta perimeter by the younger Pl lavas. Mottled faint darkening is seen on the Pwr units and is absent on the crater-embaying Pl lavas. The latter was probably the reason why this crater is listed in Herrick's database as having no dark halo. Portion of C1 MIDRP 15N300;1 (top) and photogeologic map of the area (bottom).
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class CH, 2 to class FH, and 2 to class NH. A similar procedure with the 11 craters obscured by rather faint dark mantles leads us to the conclusion that 6 of them probably belong to class FH and 5 to class NH. The only crater of class 5 in subpopulation 2 is obscured with a rather faint dark mantle so it may potentially belong to classes FH or NH. The procedure described above leads us to the conclusion to consider it as belonging to class FH. In Table 2 and Figure 12 we give the corrected distribution of craters among the classes in subpopulations 1 and 2:
[21] As Table 2 and Figure 12 show, the distributions of craters among classes DP through NH with class 5 (obscured) ignored (option 1) and with class 5 divided and redistributed among classes CH, FH and NH (option 2), are rather similar. We believe, however, that it is more correct to use option 2 data and will use them in the subsequent analysis and discussion. It is well seen from Table 2 and Figure 12 that the percentages of craters with different degrees of degradation of crater-associated dark deposits in subpopulations 1 ( postdate regional plains) and 2 (postdate post-regional-plains units) are different. This difference may be interpreted in terms of crater ages. But before we do this we need to discuss the possible natural and observational biases, such as the possible effects of crater geographic latitude and crater size.
Analysis of the Distribution of Crater Classes as a Function of Latitude
[22] The presence and type of the observed crater-associated dark deposits may be a function of latitude for two reasons. The first and most obvious reason is due to the specifics of SAR imaging. With incidence angle <20°small changes in the surface slope produce large changes in radar backscatter, and the visibility of topographic relief on the images is emphasized, while with the incidence angle >20°a nd <60°, the backscatter is dominated by surface roughness [Ford and Plaut, 1993] . Crater-associated dark deposits are dark mostly because their surface is smooth [Farr, 1993] so their visibility to some extent should be a function of the incidence angle, which in the case of the Magellan mission is a function of latitude. Most images analyzed in this work were cycle 1 images and some from cycle 2. Magellan imaging was taken with incidence angles from 16.3°to 45.7°in cycle 1 and with angles from 12.7°to 25.3°in cycle 2. During cycle 1, imaging with incidence angle <20°was made poleward of 80°N and 60°S, and in cycle 2, poleward of 70°S [Plaut, 1993] .
[23] A second reason for a possible latitude dependence may be the character of the circulation of the Venusian atmosphere, which in polar areas differs from that in the middle and equatorial latitudes [Gierasch et al., 1997] . We may expect that the near-surface winds controlling eolian processes, which contribute to the degradation of the craterassociated radar-dark deposits, are latitude dependent. This is confirmed by the analysis of radar-dark wind streaks presented by Greeley et al. [1992] . We see the effect of the E-W superrotation of the Venusian atmosphere in the eastapexed crater-associated dark parabolas [Campbell et al., 1992] . One may expect that close to the poles the atmospheric circulation is less favorable for the formation of dark parabolas.
[24] In order to investigate the possible latitude dependence of the crater-associated dark deposits, we subdivided the surface of Venus into five latitudinal equal-area zones. Their boundaries are 36.9°N, 11.5°N, 11.5°S, and 36.9°S. In Table 3 are shown the numbers and percentages of the craters with dark parabola (DP), clear dark halo (DH), faint dark halo (FH) and no halo (NH) belonging to the studied subpopulations 1 and 2 (combined) in these five zones (see also Figure 13 ). [25] As it is seen from Table 3 and Figure 13 , a latitude dependence in areal distribution of craters with different associated dark deposits does exist. Higher latitude zones ( poleward of 36.9°) compared to lower latitudes (11.5°-36.9°N and S) have fewer DP and CH craters and more (with one exception) FH and NH craters. This is the effect expected from the poleward decrease in the Magellan radar incidence angle [Ford and Plaut, 1993; Plaut, 1993 , Farr, 1993 . The equatorial zone (11.5°N-11.5°S) shows mixed characteristics. It is closer to the higher-latitude zones in percentages of DP and FH craters and closer to the lowerlatitude zones in percentages of CH and NH craters. This unusual distribution is probably due to a stochastic effect. This zone includes the very large area of Aphrodite Terra and thus, compared to other zones, has fewer plains. This is an obvious reason for the noticeably smaller number of the craters on plains in the equatorial zone that increases the stochastic noise. In studies of impact crater populations, if the number of craters of some sort is N, the value of ffiffiffi ffi N p is usually considered as its confidence level, which gives a sense of possible stochastic error.
[26] It is necessary to say, however, that the existence of the latitude dependence in areal distribution of craterassociated dark deposits discussed does not mean that close to poles (smaller incidence angles) there are no craters with dark deposits. Among 168 craters of subpopulations 1 and 2, images of seven craters had been taken at incidence angle smaller than the critical value (20°) cited above. Among these seven, there are two craters with no halo (Duse and Hurston), two craters with a faint halo (Bickerdyke and Landowska), two craters with a clear halo (Ruslanova and Marsch), and one crater with a readily visible dark parabola (Edinger). So we conclude that although the latitudinal zonality seems to exist and we should keep it in mind, its existence does not negate the general approach of using the degradation degree of crater-associated dark deposits as an estimation of crater age.
Analysis of the Distribution of Crater Classes as a Function of Size
[27] The presence and type of crater-associated dark deposits is expected to be a function of crater size because the larger the crater, the greater is the energy of its formation and the larger is the volume of the crater ejecta, which is the source for the dark deposits. The effect of crater sizes can be seen if one compares size-distributions for all craters on Venus and the dark-parabola craters [Campbell et al., 1992] . The total crater population has a mode in the 16-22.6 km interval while the subpopulation of dark-parabola craters has a mode in the 32 -45.2 km interval.
[28] To assess if the expected dependence does exist within the size interval studied in this work (!30 km in diameter) we subdivided the 149 craters of the combined subpopulations 1 and 2, which belong to classes DP, CH, FH and NH, into four size categories each containing approximately the same number of craters: the 37 largest craters (57.6 to 270 km in diameter), the next 37 in size craters (42.9-57.0 km), 37 smaller craters (34.8-42.9 km) and the 38 smallest craters (30.2-34.7 km), see Table 4 and Figure 14 . In addition, we subdivided these 149 craters into six size categories (larger than 30, 40, 50, 60, 70 and 80 km) with different numbers of craters in them, see Table 5 and Figure 15 .
[29] The results presented in Table 4 and Figure 14 show no clear trend, but instead display apparent stochastic variations. The results presented in Table 5 and Figure 15 show a slight trend of decrease of class CH percentage and increase of class FH percentage along with decrease in Figure 12 . The corrected distribution of craters of classes DP (black), CH (dark gray), FH (light gray) and NH (white) in the subpopulations of craters superposed on regional plains and superposed on postPwr units. In each subpopulation the left histogram shows the distribution with the obscured craters ignored, while the right histogram shows distribution with the obscured craters redistributed among classes CH, FH, and NH. crater size, but it is obviously within the possible stochastic variation. So we may conclude that within the 149 craters of subpopulations 1 and 2 (combined) studied we do not see a clear dependence of the percentages of classes DP through NH on crater size.
Degree of Degradation of Crater-Associated Dark Deposits as a Measure of Crater Age
[30] Table 2 and Figure 12 give the corrected distributions of craters among classes 1 to 4 in subpopulation 1 (superposed on Pwr plains) and subpopulation 2 (superposed on post-Pwr units). As previously mentioned, we prefer option 2 of the correction (obscured craters are not ignored but divided between classes CH, FH and NH). The percentages of classes which represent different degradation degrees of the crater-associated radar-dark deposits for subpopulation 1, are as follows: dark-parabola craters, 15%; craters with clear halo, 30%; craters with faint halo, 30%; craters with no halo, 25%. This subpopulation of 138 craters has been undergoing accumulation since the time of emplacement of Pwr plains, which we designate as T Pwr . Below we consider the meaning of the different percentages of classes for two interpretations of the geological evolution of Venus: 1) the so-called synchronous interpretation, in which evidence has been cited supporting the idea that specific tectonic events marking boundaries between the stratigraphic units (e.g., wrinkle-ridging) occur in different areas of the planet at approximately the same time [Basilevsky et al., 1997; Basilevsky and Head, 1995 , 2000 ; and 2) the diachronous interpretation, in which such events are considered to happen in different areas of the planet at different times [Guest and Stofan, 1999] .
[31] In the synchronous interpretation, the emplacement of Pwr plains (and their wrinkle ridging) is considered as happening around the planet approximately simultaneously. The age of these plains (T Pwr ), is approximately the same as the mean age of the Venus surface, often designated as T, so T Pwr % T (see arguments for that by Basilevsky et al. [1997 Basilevsky et al. [ , 1999 and Basilevsky and Head [1998, 2000] ). Let us assume that during time period T, the rate of degradation of the crater-associated dark deposits was approximately the same all around the planet and did not depend on the crater size. In this case, the different crater-associated dark deposits should have characteristic lifetimes: T DP for dark parabolas, T CH for clear halo, and T FH for faint halo. The total lifetime for all dark deposits is to be T DD = T DP + T CH + T FH . These lifetimes should be proportional (see below) to the observed percentages of craters having a different degree of degradation of the associated dark deposits (P DP , P CH and P FH ). For the first 0.15 T since the moment of crater formation it has a dark parabola, which is being gradually degraded during this time (T DP = 0.15T). Then for the time period 0.3T, from 0.15T until 0.45T from crater formation, the crater has a clear halo (T CH = 0.3T), which after that becomes a faint halo and exists in this form for another 0.3T, from 0.45T until 0.75T from the crater formation, (T FH = 0.3T). Then the crater loses its faint halo and becomes a nonhalo crater. Such is the process of degradation of the crater-associated dark deposits.
[32] In the diachronous interpretation, the emplacement of Pwr plains occurred in different places on Venus at different times [Guest and Stofan, 1999] . In this case, time T Pwr has the meaning of the mean age. Comparable to the situation in the synchronous option, it is close to the mean age of the surface (T Pwr % T). Under the same assumptions as above, the total lifetime for all dark deposits is also T DD = T DP + T CH + T FH . In the diachronous option, the earlierformed areas of Pwr are older than T, while the later-formed ones are younger than T. If the age of some area of Pwr plains is greater than the total lifetime of crater-associated dark deposits (t wr > T DD ), this area should have some number of nonhalo craters. Their number should be proportional to the time interval (t wr -T DD ), while percentages of the craters having a different degree of degradation of associated dark deposits (P DP , P CH and P FH ) should be correspondingly proportional to T DP , T CH , and T FH . If the age of some area of Pwr plains is equal to T DD , this area, in the ideal case, should have no nonhalo craters and P DP , P CH and P FH should be correspondingly proportional to T DP , Figure 13 . Distribution of craters of classes DP (black), CH (dark gray), FH (light gray) and NH (white) in the combined subpopulations 1 and 2 by five equal-area latitude zones.
T CH , and T FH . If the age of some area of Pwr plains is smaller than the dark-deposit total lifetime (t wr < T DD ), this area should have no nonhalo craters and should show violations of proportionality of P DP , P CH and P FH to T DP , T CH , and T FH correspondingly. Depending on how young this area is, it may have lowered P FH , then no craters with faint halo, then lowered P CH , then only craters with a dark parabola.
[33] These considerations are illustrated by Figure [34] The synchronous model is exemplified by seven geologic provinces (1 through 7). In each of them, Pwr plains have been emplaced at time T, and in each of them 8 craters formed for the time from T until present. Among them, the youngest two are observed at the present time as dark-parabola craters, the two preceding them have clear halos, the two formed even earlier have faint halos, and the two oldest craters are nonparabola craters. It is well seen that the percentages of craters of classes DP, CH, FH and NH are 25% of the total population for each class, thus being proportional to the appropriate lifetimes.
[35] The diachronous model is exemplified by 11 provinces (1 through 11). The lifetimes T DP , T CH , and T FH and the rate of crater formation are the same as in the synchronous option. In province 6, Pwr plains have been emplaced at time T, they contain 8 craters, two of each class. In province 1, Pwr plains have been emplaced at time 1.625T, they contain 13 craters, of which two have dark parabola; two have clear halo; two have faint halo and seven have no halo. In province 11, Pwr plains have been emplaced at time 0.375T, they contain only three craters, of which two are dark-parabola, and one has a clear halo. Other provinces represent the intermediate cases.
[36] We consider as examples of the diachronous model: 1) set of all provinces from 1 through 11; 2) set of provinces 2 through 10, 3) set of provinces 3 through 6, 4) set of provinces 4 through 8, and, finally, 5) set of provinces 5 through 7. All these five model cases are similar in that the mean time of emplacement of Pwr plains is T. But they are different in the range of the earliest-to-latest times of emplacement of Pwr plains. The largest range is 1.250 T (for set 1), the smallest is 0.25 T (for set 5). The following Table 6 and the bottom of Figure 16 summarize the effect of this range on the observed percentages of craters belonging to different classes.
[37] The results presented in Table 6 and Figure 16 demonstrate visually what was discussed above. In the case of the synchronous model, percentages of craters having a different degree of degradation of associated dark deposits are proportional to the lifetimes of the appropriate deposit types. So if the synchronous model represents the reality of Venus geology, then the direct application of numbers given in the beginning of this section leads to the conclusion that craters with a dark parabola are younger than about 0.15T, craters with a clear halo have an age range from 0.15 to 0.45T, craters with a faint halo have an age from 0.45 to 0.75T, and nonhalo craters are older than 0.75T.
[38] In the case of the diachronous model, depending on how large the difference is in the times of emplacement of Pwr plains in different geological provinces, the percentages discussed may be either proportional to the appropriate lifetimes or not. Analysis of the results given in Table 6 and Figure 16 shows that the loss of proportionality for this given class of degradation degree occurs when the youngest Pwr emplacement happens within the time of formation of craters which are now observed in the form of this class. In the case of the extreme difference in times of Pwr emplace- Figure 14 . Distribution of craters of classes DP (black), CH (dark gray), FH (light gray) and NH (white) in the combined subpopulations 1 and 2 by four size classes with total distribution for reference (the histogram on the far right).
ments (set of provinces 1 through 11 in which the youngest Pwr plains is emplaced during the time when craters now possessing a clear halo formed), the observed percentage of DP craters is proportional to the model dark-parabola lifetime (25%) while the observed percentages for CH (23.9%) and FH (19.3%) craters are not proportional to the appropriate model lifetimes. In the case when the youngest Pwr emplacement was during the time when craters now possessing a faint halo formed ( provinces 3 through 9), the percentages of DP and CH craters are proportional to the appropriate lifetimes (25 and 25%). The proportionality of percentages of DP craters and CH craters to the appropriate lifetimes occurs even in the case of the set of provinces 2 through 10, when the youngest Pwr emplacement happens at the lower boundary of CH time. If so, then referring to the percentages of the DP, CH. FH and NH craters in post-Pwr subpopulation (15, 30, 30, 25%) we may conclude that if differences in the times of emplacement of Pwr plains in different provinces of Venus were not larger than 0.5T, where T is the mean of the Pwr emplacement times, then at least for the DP and CH craters the observed percentages are proportional to their lifetimes.
[39] The above analysis (see section 4 of this paper) showed no clear dependence of dark-deposit degradation degree on crater size. This analysis was done for craters !30 km in diameter. Although smaller craters have not been directly studied in this work we believe that it is also possible to use the degree of their dark-deposit degradation as a measure of their age too. Formation of smaller craters produces a smaller amount of ejecta, so their dark deposits are expected to have smaller volumes and areas, and thus should be degraded faster than in the case of larger craters. So it is logical to expect that the above age estimates for the dark-parabola and clear halo craters !30 km in diameter are the maximum margins for the smaller craters: smaller (how much smaller is unknown) than 0.5 to 0.1-0.15T for the clear-halo craters and less than 0.1-0.15T for the darkparabola craters.
Dark-Deposit Classes in the Subpopulation of Craters Superposed on Post-Pwr Units
[40] As was shown earlier (see Table 2 and Figure 12 ), the distribution of classes DP, CH, FH and NH for the craters of subpopulation 2 (superposed on post-Pwr units) differs from that of population 1 (superposed on regional plains). To better understand the meaning of this, we consider the model cases as was done in the previous section of the paper (see Figure 16 and Table 7 ). First we will do this for the synchronous model. Figure 17 shows three synchronous model cases. They are similar in the same time of emplacement of the Pwr plains (T Pwr = T), in the rate of crater formation (one crater per 0.1T), and in the lifetimes of different types of the dark deposits. The latter correspond to the corrected P DP , P CH , P FH and P NH of the subpopulation 1 (15, 30, 30 and 25%). On the left is shown case 1, in which emplacement of the post-Pwr units in different geologic provinces is evenly distributed with time. The mean age of the post-Pwr units in this case is 0.5T. In the center is shown case 2, in which emplacement of the post-Pwr units is concentrated in the beginning of time period T. The mean age of the post-Pwr units in this case is 0.82T. On the right is shown case 3, in which emplacement of the post-Pwr units is concentrated in the upper part of time period T. The mean age of the post-Pwr units in this case is 0.22T.
[41] At the bottom of Figure 17 is shown the model-result percentages of the DP, CH, FH and NH classes for subpopulation 2 (upper row of histograms) and the corresponding percentages for subpopulation 1 (lower row). Dashed boxes on the upper row histograms show percentages of Venus craters of subpopulation 2 studied above (Table 2 and Figure 12 ). Figure 17 shows that percentages of the DP, CH, FH and NH classes of subpopulation 1 differ from those of subpopulation 2. In model case 1, when emplacements of the post-Pwr units in different geologic provinces are evenly distributed with time, the population 2 percentages P DP and P CH are significantly higher, while P FH , and especially P NH , are lower than those of subpopulation 1. In model case 2, when emplacement of the post-Pwr units is concentrated in the beginning of time period T, the population 2 percentages P DP , P CH and P FH are somewhat higher, while P NH is significantly lower, than those of subpopulation 1. In model case 3, when emplacement of the post-Pwr units is concentrated in the upper part of time period T, population 2 percentages P DP and P CH are much higher (especially P DP ) than those of subpopulation 1, while FH and NH craters are absent. Comparisons with the percentages for real subpopulation 2 show that the latter most resembles model case 1, Figure 15 . Distribution of craters of classes DP (black), CH (dark gray), FH (light gray) and NH (white) in the combined subpopulations 1 and 2 by six size classes, the sixth class (the histogram on the far right) is the total distribution. with some similarity (DP) to case 2, and a prominent dissimilarity to case 3.
[42] Three typical cases for the diachronous model are shown on Figure 18 and in Table 8 . They are similar in the times of emplacement of the post-Pwr units: mean time of emplacement is T, extreme variations in the emplacement times t Pwr are ±0.5T, variations of t Pwr in different geologic provinces are symmetrical in relation to T. As in the case of the synchronous model, these three diachronous cases are also similar to each other in the rate of crater formation (one crater per 0.1T), and in the lifetimes of different types of dark deposits, which are proportional to the corrected P DP , P CH , P FH and P NH of the subpopulation 1 (15, 30, 30 and 25%). On the left is shown the case when emplacement of the post-Pwr units in different geologic provinces are evenly distributed with time. The mean age of the post-Pwr units in this case is 0.48T. In the center is shown the case when emplacement of the post-Pwr units is concentrated in the very beginning of time period T. The mean age of the postPwr units in this case is 0.9T. In the geologic sense this is the case when post-Pwr units represent the terminal stages of those magmatic-tectonic cycles which formed the regional plains of the appropriate provinces. On the right is shown the case when emplacement of the post-Pwr units is concentrated in the upper part of time period T. The mean age of the post-Pwr units in this case is about 0.22T.
[43] At the bottom of Figure 18 is shown the results of model percentages of the DP, CH, FH and NH classes for subpopulation 2 (upper row) and the corresponding percentages for subpopulation 1 (lower row). Dashed boxes on the upper row histograms show percentages of Venus craters of subpopulation 2 studied above. For subpopulation 1 the resulting percentages of the DP and CH classes are the same as those in the synchronous model, while the percentages of FH and NH classes are different. Compared to the synchronous model, the percentage of FH decreased while that of Figure 16 . Diagrams illustrating model evolution of the crater populations superposed on regional plains in different geologic provinces (top) and the resulting percentages of craters of classes DP, CH, FH, and NH (bottom). See text for more details. NH proportionally increased. In the diachronous model case 1, when emplacement of the post-Pwr units in different geologic provinces is evenly distributed with time, the population 2 percentages P DP and P CH are significantly higher while P FH and especially P NH are lower than those of subpopulation 1. In model case 2, when emplacement of the post-Pwr units is concentrated in the beginning of time period T, the population 2 percentages P DP , P CH and P FH are slightly higher, while P NH is slightly lower, than those of subpopulation 1. In model case 3, when emplacement of the post-Pwr units is concentrated in the upper part of time period T, the population 2 percentages P DP and P CH are much higher (especially P DP ) than those of subpopulation 1, while FH and NH craters are absent. Comparisons with the percentages for the real subpopulation 2 show that the latter most resembles model case 1, with some similarity (DP and FH) to case 2, and a prominent dissimilarity to case 3.
[44] These model considerations show that the percentages of dark-parabola, clear-halo, faint-halo and nonhalo craters determined in subpopulation 1 (superposed on regional plains) and subpopulation 2 (superposed on postPwr units) are in agreement with the generally (on average) Figure 17. Diagrams illustrating model evolution (synchronous cases) of the crater populations superposed on regional plains (wavy black bars at the bottom of each column) and on the post-Pwr units (black bars above) in different geologic provinces (top) and the resulting percentages of craters of classes DP, CH, FH, and NH (bottom). The bottoms of all columns are at the same time-level T, showing the synchronous emplacement of the regional plains. See text for more details.
higher stratigraphic position of subpopulation 2 compared to subpopulation 1. Although at the moment we do not know whether the synchronous or diachronous model corresponds better to the reality of Venus geology, the observed percentages imply rather constant rates of volcanic and tectonic activity during post-Pwr time with the possibility of somewhat higher rates in the lower part of this period. If the variations of times of emplacements of Figure 18 . Diagrams illustrating model evolution (diachronous cases) of the crater populations superposed on regional plains (wavy black bars at the bottom of each column) and on the post-Pwr units (black bars above) in different geologic provinces (top) and the resulting percentages of craters of classes DP, CH, FH, and NH (bottom). The bottoms of the columns are at different time levels, showing diachronous emplacement of the regional plains. See text for more details. regional plains are less than 0.5T (it includes synchronous option as the extreme case), the percentages of dark-parabola and clear halo craters should be proportional to the lifetimes of these types of crater-associated dark deposits.
[45] Keeping in mind the assumptions mentioned above, possible uncertainties in classification of specific craters, and the observed latitudinal zonality, it is probably appropriate to consider CH craters as having formed during the time period between about 0.5T and 0.1-0.15T, and DP craters as having formed between 0.1 -0.15T and the present. For FH and NH craters we may conclude that they are older than about 0.5T. We believe that these age estimates can be equally applied to craters of subpopulations 1 and 2.
[46] Earlier we proposed that the period during which craters now having dark parabolas formed be designated as the Aurelian Period [Basilevsky and Head, 1995 , 2000 Basilevsky et al., 1997] . The period between emplacement of the regional plains (and their wrinkle-ridging) and the beginning of Aurelian time was defined as the Atlian Period. The Atlian/Aurelian boundary (estimated at that time as $0.1T) is controlled by surficial processes and to a first approximation does not depend on the synchronous vs. diachronous controversy, while the meaning of the lower Atlian boundary (emplacement of the wrinkle ridge network) does depend on it. The results of the present work provide the basis to subdivide the Atlian Period into two parts (Figure 19) . Their boundary is the beginning of the time during which craters now observed as having a clear halo formed. This boundary is also controlled by the surficial processes and evidently does not depend on the synchronous vs. diachronous controversy. Thus, the time boundaries for the Upper Atlian time are interpreted to be $0.5T and 0.1-0.15T and for the Lower Atlian time, $0.5T and T. In the case of diachronous option the lower boundary has a meaning of the value being averaged from local time boundaries.
Dating Geologic Structures
[47] In this section we apply the estimates of the lifetimes for the dark-parabola and clear-halo craters described above to assessing the ages of several concrete geologic regions and structures.
Beta-Devana Structure
[48] Beta Regio is a 2000 Â 3000 km dome-like topographic highstanding 4-5 km above the surrounding terrain and centered at 30°N, 282°E [Solomon et al., 1992; Senske et al., 1992] . It is cut by the several kilometer deep, N-S trending trough of Devana Chasma consisting of a set of normal faults. A shield-like volcanic edifice, Theia Mons, 350 km across and 5 km high, is located in the southern part of Beta Regio. It is superposed on the Devana Chasma rift, partly filling it with lava flows. In the northern part of Beta Regio there is another shield-shaped topographic high of approximately the same size and height, Rhea Mons. Based on Pioneer Venus and Arecibo data Rhea Mons was considered as volcano too [Masursky et al., 1980; Campbell et al., 1984; Stofan et al., 1989] but the Magellan data showed that area within and around Rhea Mons is composed of rift-faulted tessera terrain with no distinguishable lava flows, thus disproving its volcanic origin [Solomon et al., 1992; Senske et al., 1992] . Beta Regio has a substantial gravity anomaly with a large apparent depth of compensation Sjogren et al., 1997; Smrekar et al., 1997] . On the basis of topographic, morphologic and gravity characteristics Beta Regio is interpreted as a region of uplift, rifting and volcanism overlying a site of upwelling of hot mantle material [Solomon et al., 1992; Senske et al., 1992; Smrekar et al., 1997] .
[49] We have found that among 10 impact craters in this region [Schaber et al., 1998 ], five craters are directly affected by Beta-Devana volcanic-tectonic activity and thus they can potentially be used for constraining the age of this structure. Figure 20 shows the general morphology of the Beta-Devana structure and positions of the mapped areas. Figure 21 shows images of all the craters [ portions of the same Magellan mosaic (C1MIDRP 30N279;1)] that permits one to compare the darkness for all five of them. The first is the 40 km crater Balch in the central part of the structure shown above (see Figure 11) as an example of a nonhalo crater. It was superposed on Pwr regional plains and severely cut by the Devana rift faults. The absence of a halo places formation of this crater in the first half of Atlian time (that is, older than 0.5T) so one can conclude that the rifting occurred after emplacement of the regional plains and within or later than the first half of the Atlian period.
[50] Second is the 83.6 km crater Sanger superposed on Psh1 regional plains and tessera (Tt) on the NE flank of the Beta uplift (Figures 20, 21, and 22) . This crater has a prominent hummocky ejecta deposit and extended ejecta outflows, and beyond them, a clear dark halo. The presence of the clear halo places the formation of this crater in the second half of the Atlian Period (the time from $0.5T to 0.1-0.15T). To the NW of the crater, its ejecta outflows are obviously cut by long and narrow fractures branching from the main set of faults of Devana Chasma. This provides evidence that within the time from $0.5T to 0.1-0.15T, or even later, Devana rifting was active. [51] Third is the 13.5 km crater Raisa. It lies 350 km north of the summit of Theia Mons volcano among Pl lava flows and is heavily flooded by them (Figure 23 ). Geologic mapping shows that close to the crater, among the Pl flows, are ''windows'' of Pwr plains with recognizable wrinkle ridges on them. These areas are dark and close enough to the crater to be interpreted as remnants of the faint dark halo associated with the crater Raisa. We distinguish here two units of Pl flows. The older ones (Pl1) are observed to the west and south of the crater not being in direct contact with it. The younger ones are seen almost everywhere. They flood the crater leaving unflooded only part of its rim and a small remnant of hummocky ejecta on the north-east part of the crater. The mapped Pl1unit appears noticeably darker than Pl2 although not so dark as the neighboring window of Pwr. We interpret its darkness to be part of the crater dark halo. If this is correct, then one can conclude that the crater Raisa was superposed on the Pwr plains, darkened them and probably the early unit of the Pl flows while the later flows (Pl2), which are most abundant here, postdated the crater.
[52] Crater Raisa is smaller that the craters of the subpopulations directly studied by us (>30 km in diameter). As it was suggested above we may apply the age estimates to the smaller crater as the maximum possible values. In the synchronous interpretation the maximum possible age estimate for faint-halo craters is about 0.75T to 0.5T. In the diachronous interpretation it depends on how large is the range of the times of emplacement of the Pwr plains. So keeping in mind that crater Raisa is more than two times smaller than the lower limit of the crater subpopulation studied by us, we may suggest that the crater Raisa formed in more recent time than $0.75T and maybe even more recently than 0.5T. This is the estimate of when the Theia Mons volcano was active.
[53] Fourth is the 15.5 km crater Olga (Figure 24 ). It lies in southern Beta at the eastern flank of the Devana rift. The crater is superposed on heavily faulted terrain (RT) within which are moderately faulted remnants of Pwr plains and ponds of less faulted to unfaulted Pl flows. To the north and east of the crater there are two areas of moderately faulted plains which bear a few features appearing similar to wrinkle ridges. Thus, these are probably Pwr plains although we can not exclude that they are early subunits of Pl flows. These two areas are dark enough to be considered as remnants of a clear halo. The crater is locally cut by faults of a younger phase (RT2). If the observed dark areas are indeed remnants of the crater-associated halo, the crater maximum age should be not greater than $0.5T. This crater was superposed on major episodes of the Devana rifting and cut by the later one.
[54] Fifth is the 10.5 km crater Tako (Figure 25 ). It is superposed on Pwr plains and on faults branching from Devana Chasma. The crater has a faint dark halo. If we consider the synchronous interpretation, its maximum age is less than 0.75T and, keeping in mind its small size, it may be significantly less than this estimate.
[55] In summary, in reference to the analysis of age estimates for the Beta-Devana structure, we may conclude that the observations put major constraints in the vicinity of the craters Sanger (rift-associated faulting occurred after 0.5T), Raisa (Theia lava flows are younger than 0.75T), and Olga (some rift-associated faulting occurred after 0.5T), Balch (faulting after emplacement of Pwr plains, that in the synchronous interpretation means after T), and Tako (faulting after 0.75 T, synchronous interpretation). The general conclusion is that at least some part of the volcanic and tectonic activity of the Beta-Devana structure occurred within the Upper Atlian time (<0.5T) or even later, within Aurelian time.
Kalaipahoa-Tarbell-Mylitta Structure
[56] Mylitta Fluctus is the 400 Â 1200 km volcanic flow field at the SE edge of Lavinia Planitia (Figure 26 ). Its source is within Tarbell Patera which sits on the Kalaipahoa Linea rift zone. Roberts et al. [1992] mapped the time sequence of the Mylitta volcanic flows showing that the first phase of volcanism was characterized by flows spreading radially from the source centered at 58°S, 351.5°E. Most of the Mylitta lava field was produced during later phases, when lavas flowed northward flooding regional Pwr plains of Lavinia Planitia. All observed lavas of Mylitta Fluctus belong to the Atlian-aged unit of Lobate Plains (Pl).
[57] In the southern part of the volcanic field, within the early phase lavas mentioned previously, occurs the 66 km crater Alcott, whose relations with the surrounding geologic units help to date the Mylitta volcanism (Figure 27 ). Except for its eastern and southeastern rim, the crater is heavily flooded by Pl flows emanating from Tarbell Patera. The eastern part of the crater is embayed from inside and outside by Smooth plains (Ps), another member of the Atlian System. The relationship between the Ps unit and Tarbell Patera is unclear. The Ps unit is moderately deformed by faults of the southern flank of the Kalaipahoa Linea rift (our unit RT). Within the rift, where deformation is generally heavy, locally there are blocks of moderately deformed Pwr plains. The latter are more abundant north of the rift and to the northwest of Tarbell Patera. The Mylitta Pl flows flood the Pwr plains, the rifted terrain (RT), and the Ps unit. [58] The areas of Pwr plains close to Alcott crater are very dark. At larger distances, 400 -500 km NE and NW from the crater, there is seen a prominent darkening of Pwr plains which progressively decreases with increasing distance from the crater. We interpret these darkened areas of Pwr plains surrounding the crater Alcott to be unflooded remnants of a clear halo associated with the crater Alcott. For the area northeast of the crater, where the darkening is spatially continuous from the closest to farthest vicinities of the crater, this interpretation seems quite evident. For the darkened area to the northwest of the crater, this interpretation is less certain. The darkening in this specific place may also be a remnant of a halo of some crater completely flooded by Mylitta Fluctus, or even a pyroclastic deposit.
[59] But even in the case that this interpretation is correct only for the area northeast of the crater, the Alcott-associated halo affects Pwr plains, probably RT of Kalaipahoa Linea, but does not affect units Ps and Pl. Thus one can conclude that both the Mylitta lavas and the Ps unit in this vicinity are younger than $0.5T and this puts their emplacement into the Upper Atlian period, or even younger, within Aurelian time. A late phase of Kalaipahoa rifting, which affected the Ps unit, would also be Upper Atlian. The major phase of deformation, which produced the RT unit of Kalaipahoa Linea, although it seems to predate the formation of Alcott, could be both younger and older than 0.5T.
Atla Regio Structure
[60] Atla Regio is a volcanic-tectonic structure centered on the 1000 km Â 1000 km upland where five rift zones are seen to converge (Figure 28 ). This structure includes several large volcanic mountains. Among them, the largest are Ozza Mons, a 7.5-km-high volcano, which dominates the central part of Atla, and Maat Mons, a 9-km-high volcano, which is offset from the Atla structure center to the west [Senske et al., 1992] . Smaller volcanoes and lava fields associated with rift zones are frequent here. Atla Regio has a substantial gravity anomaly with a large apparent depth of compensation Sjogren et al., 1997; Smrekar et al., 1997] . This large region has 18 impact craters [Schaber et al., 1998 ]. Among them 9 craters show relations with post-Pwr units which may help to date the relatively young volcanic and tectonic activity of this area (Figure 29) .
[61] One of these craters is the 38.9 km crater Uvaisi (Figure 30 ), which has already been used for estimating the age of volcanism in this area [Basilevsky, 1993; Basilevsky and Head, 2002] . It has a dark parabola, so it was formed within the Aurelian Period (<0.1 -0.1.5T). The crater is superposed on the lavas emanating from Ozza Mons volcano which are significantly deformed by the faults of the NE part of Dali Chasma rift. The western part of Uvaisi's ejecta and part of its floor are embayed by distal flows of Maat Mons volcano. These relations show that the Maat Mons volcano was active as recently as 0.1 -0.15T, or even less. Emplacement of lavas whose source was Ozza Mons volcano, and their deformation by the Dali Chasma structures, predated formation of the crater Uvaisi, so they may be either also Aurelian or Atlian.
[62] There are two craters, Fossey (30.4 km in diameter) and Piscopia (26.2 km) which sit on Pwr regional plains and show age relations with a lava flow unit emerging from the western flank of Maat Mons (Figure 31 ). Fossey has a welldeveloped clear dark halo, which affects Pwr plains within 60-80 km outwards of the crater ejecta blanket and does not affect the Maat lava flow, which enters inside the halo zone. We interpret this as evidence that formation of crater Fossey predated this lava flow. The presence of a clear dark halo associated with this crater dates it as being younger than 0.5T, which is the maximum age limit for the Maat lava flow.
[63] The crater Piscopia is 150 km east of the crater Fossey (Figures 31 and 32) . It has an associated faint dark halo. If we apply to it the age estimates described above (section 6) for craters !30 km in diameter, Piscopia is older than 0.5T and, in the case of the synchronous interpretation, is younger than 0.75T. Piscopia is 26.2 km in diameter, that is close to 30 km, so these estimates seem to be valid for it too. A protuberance of that lava flow which approached crater Fossey, enters into the southern part of Piscopia's ejecta blanket. This is in agreement with the age relations considered above for this lava flow with crater Fossey, although it does not place any additional age constraints.
[64] The 21.8 km crater Melba is superposed on the Pwr regional plains north of Maat Mons (Figure 33 ). It has an associated clear dark halo. The distal flow of Maat volcano enters into the eastern and northeastern parts of the crater halo and embays the crater hummocky ejecta blanket. The diameter of crater Melba is smaller than 30 km so the [65] The 29.1 km crater Von Schuurman is superposed on Pl lavas associated with the northeastern segment of the Dali Chasma rift zone (Figure 34) . The crater has a prominent dark parabola which affects the Pl lavas, the 
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rifted terrain (RT) and the older units Pwr and Pfr. Because of the presence of the associated dark parabola, the crater Von Schuurman is assigned an Aurelian age (<0.1 -0.15T). So the Dali Chasma rifted terrain at this locality and the associated Pl volcanism may be either Aurelian or Atlian.
[66] The 32.8 km crater Sitwell is superposed on the rifted terrain (RT) of Ganis Chasma which cuts here the Pwr regional plains (Figure 35 ). This crater was already used for dating the geologic units of this area [Basilevsky, 1993] . It has a prominent dark parabola which affects the rifted terrain and the Pwr regional plains. Because of the presence of the associated dark parabola, the crater Sitwell is assigned an Aurelian age (<0.1 -0.15T). So the Ganis Chasma rifting at this locality may be either Aurelian or Atlian.
[67] The 36.2 km crater Bashkirtseff is superposed on the Pwr regional plains and flooded from the north by the Pl lavas emanating from the Yolkai-Estsan Mons volcano, sitting on the Ganis Chasma rift (Figure 35) . South of the crater the surface of the Pwr plains is darkened and we interpret this as the remnant of a faint halo associated with the crater Bashkirtseff. If so, this crater should be assigned a Lower Atlian age. If true, this implies that the Pl lavas and the rifting in this vicinity may be either Lower Atlian, or Upper Atlian or even Aurelian.
[68] The 11.5 km crater Udagan is superposed on Pwr regional plains moderately deformed by faults branching from Tkashi-mapa Chasma rift zone (Figure 36) . The crater has a faint dark halo. If this crater was 30 km in diameter or larger, the presence of the faint halo would suggest a date of Lower Atlian (> 0.5T). But it is almost three times smaller than this size limit so it may be significantly younger than 0.5T. Thus the age estimates for this crater and the riftassociated faults, which predated its formation, are rather uncertain. Future studies involving age dating of craters smaller than 30 km in diameter may put more constraints on these estimates.
[69] The 7 km crater Urazbike is superposed on the area of rifted terrain (RT) between Parga Chasma and Dali Chasma (Figure 37 ). The dominant trend of the RT faults here is in agreement with that of Parga Chasma and in disagreement with the dominant trend of faults of Dali Chasma. The RT unit is embayed by the Pl lavas. The relation of the crater Urazbike with the Pl unit is not very obvious. Small flows to the west of the crater, which may be interpreted as ejecta outflows of Urazbike, seem to be superposed on the Pl unit. But this relation, and the interpretation of the flows as crater outflows, are not obvious. Crater Urazbike has a faint radar halo which seems to affect not only the RT unit but the Pl unit as well. We thus prefer the interpretation that the crater Urazbike postdates both units RT and Pl. If Urazbike crater was 30 km in diameter or larger, the presence of a faint halo would suggest a date of Lower Atlian (> 0.5T). But it is almost four times smaller than this size limit so it may be significantly younger than 0.5T. Thus the age estimates for this crater, as well as for the RT and Pl units, which predate its formation, are rather uncertain. This again shows the necessity of future studies involving age estimates of craters smaller than 30 km in diameter. [70] In summary, in reference to the analysis of age estimates for the Atla Regio structure, we may conclude that the observations put major constraints in the vicinity of the craters Uvaisi (Maat lava flows are younger than 0.1-0.15T, no strong constraints for Ozza Lavas and Dali rifting), Fossey (Maat lava flow is younger than 0.5T), Melba (Maat lava flow is younger than 0.5T), Sitwell (Ganis Chasma rifting predated this crater of Aurelian 
General Discussion
[71] This study is a continuation of the approach suggested earlier by a number of researchers to use the degree of degradation of crater-associated radar-dark deposits for estimation of the crater age and the age of the neighboring geologic units , Basilevsky, 1993 Strom, 1993; Herrick and Phillips, 1994; Izenberg et al., 1994] . Through the analysis of percentages of volcanically embayed and tectonized craters it was shown that the morphologic sequence: craters with parabola and dark halo ! craters with dark halo only ! craters with partial or no dark deposits, is equivalent to the age sequence [Izenberg et al., 1994] . For craters >22.6 km in diameter, Herrick and Phillips [1994] determined the percentages of craters with dark parabolas and dark haloes (8 and 35% correspondingly) and suggested that the former can be dated as being not older than 0.08T and the latter, not older than 0.35T. Earlier, using the same logic, Arvidson et al. [1992] , Basilevsky [1993] , and Strom [1993] estimated the age of craters with dark parabolas as not older than 0.1T.
[72] In these estimates, T is the mean age of the surface of Venus. Based on the determination of the global mean crater density, it was estimated by as $500 m.y., by Phillips et al. [1992] as 400-800 m.y., and by McKinnon et al. [1997] as $750 m.y., with any age between $300 m.y. and 1 b.y. being possible. These large error bars are mostly due to factors which are beyond any issues of Venus geology (e.g., the flux of Venus-crossing asteroids, contribution of cometary impacts, and atmospheric screening, especially important for comets). This is why it is more practical to estimate the absolute ages of Venus units and landforms in fractions of T, rather than in terms of millions or billion of years.
[73] Although the classification of Venus craters according to the degree of degradation of the associated dark deposits can be found in the crater database of R. Herrick (http://www.lpi.usra.edu/research/vc/vchome.html), we have made our independent photogeologic analysis of the Magellan images of craters !30 km in diameter superposed on Pwr + Psh1 regional plains (subpopulation 1, 138 craters) and on post-Pwr units (subpopulation 2, 30 craters). We classified these craters into four classes: 1) craters with dark parabolas (DP), 2) craters with clear dark halo (CH), 3) craters with faint dark halo (FH) and 4) craters with no dark halo (NH). Comparison with the Herrick database showed general agreement between the two classifications. We also found, however, a difference in some cases caused mostly by minor differences in classificational criteria used in the two efforts: the degree of circular completeness of the halo (mostly), and the influence of later volcanism.
[74] Our photogeologic analysis has resulted in the estimation of the percentages of craters with different degrees of degradation of the associated dark deposits: P DP = 15, P CH = 30, P FH = 30, and P NH = 25% for subpopulation 1 and P DP = 17, P CH = 57, P FH = 23, and P NH = 3% for subpopulation 2. In addition to this we have analyzed our results in terms of the possible influence of dark deposit degradation degree on crater latitude and size. A latitudinal dependence has been found; there is some deficit of DP and DH craters at higher latitudes. Size dependence variations, although not reliably detected, can not be excluded even inside the size range studied (30 -270 km), and such a factor is very possible for craters whose diameters are significantly smaller than 30 km.
[75] It is obvious that the percentages of craters having a different degree of degradation of their associated dark deposits are generally indicative of the lifetimes of these deposit types. The difference in the percentages for subpopulation 1 and 2 clearly demonstrates the age sense of the percentages. However, transformation of the percentages determined into estimates of the appropriate lifetimes requires understanding of the nature of the upper boundary of the regional plains: Does this boundary (marked by emplacement of the wrinkle ridge network) have approximately the same absolute age all around the planet (synchronous interpretation) or not (diachronous interpretation)? In our previous publications [Basilevsky and Head, 1998, 2000; Basilevsky et al., 1997] we have provided evidence in favor of the synchronous interpretation, but we believe that it is not yet possible to rule out completely the diachronous interpretation suggested, for example, by Guest and Stofan [1999] .
[76] To further test these ideas, we have constructed a theoretical model of the evolution of the percentages of DP, CH, FH and NH craters for the cases of synchronous and diachronous interpretations. This modeling showed that in the synchronous case, the lifetimes of different types of crater-associated dark deposits are proportional to the corresponding percentages of subpopulation 1: T DP = 0.15T, T CH = 0.3T, T FH = 0.3T. In the diachronous cases, the percentages of craters with different degradation degree may or may not be proportional to the appropriate lifetimes, depending on the range of absolute ages of the emplacement of the regional plains in different geological provinces of the planet. It was found that if this range is not larger than ±0.5T, the proportionality of the percentages and lifetimes for DP and CP craters is valid even in diachronous cases.
[77] Keeping in mind possible differences in the classificational interpretations and the influence of the latitudinal dependence (observed) and the size dependence (not excluded), time $ 0.5T ago was interpreted as the lower boundary for the age of clear-halo craters, and 0.1 -0.15T ago as the lower time boundary for the age of dark parabola craters. In our earlier work [Basilevsky and Head, 1995 , 2000 Basilevsky et al., 1997 ] the lifetime of darkparabola craters (at that time 0.1T) was considered as the lower time boundary for our uppermost stratigraphic unit, the Aurelian. Based on the results of this work we interpret this boundary to be 0.1-0.15T ago. We also suggest that the Atlian Period be divided into two parts: the Upper Atlian and Lower Atlian Epochs with a boundary between them at $0.5T (combined lifetimes of the DP and CH craters larger than 30 km in diameter).
[78] Comparing the percentages P DP , P CH , P FH and P NH for subpopulation 2 (craters superposed on post-Pwr units) found in photogeological analysis, and results from the theoretical modeling, suggests that rates of volcanic and tectonic activity were either constant through the post-Pwr time (that is Atlian + Aurelian Periods) or that the activity in the beginning of this time was somewhat higher than in later time. If we consider the combined percentages (DP + CH) and (FH + NH), thus decreasing the stochastic variation, the similarity in the observed and modeled percentages is only in the case of constant rates. These conclusions are valid both for synchronous and diachronous interpretations. They are also in agreement with our earlier analysis of percentages of post-Pwr craters predating and postdating the neighboring post-Pwr units [Basilevsky and Head, 2002] .
[79] As it follows from general consideration and as supported by the theoretical models presented above (see, for example, Figure 16 ), units which are older than T should have larger percentages of nonhalo craters. At first glance, this looks promising for testing the absolute ''antiquity'' of relatively old ( pre-Atlian) units of the stratigraphic column [e.g., Basilevsky and Head, 1995 , 2000 . But observations of craters superposed on and embayed by the Pwr/ Psh1 regional plains (Rusalkan Period) [Collins et al., 1999] , as well as observations of craters superposed on pre-Rusalkian units and showing evidence of postdating the regional plains, demonstrated that the timescale of preAtlian (down to the Fortunian) units is significantly shorter (maybe by an order of magnitude) compared to that of the Atlian + Aurelian . This is why usage of the degradation degree of crater-associated dark deposits seems not to be applicable to testing the absolute ''antiquity'' of pre-Atlian units.
[80] The tool of analysis of degradation degree of craterassociated dark deposits was applied by us to the dating of relatively young volcanic and tectonic activity in three regions of Venus. This analysis for the Beta-Devana structure showed that at least part of the tectonic and volcanic activity within this region occurred in the Upper Atlian Epoch or even later (after $0.5T). This is in agreement with the presence of a substantial gravity anomaly with a large apparent depth of compensation found for this region Sjogren et al., 1997; Smrekar et al., 1997] . The relatively young age of the Beta-Devana activity favors models which explain the observed anomaly by current thermal and/or dynamical support [see, e.g., Smrekar et al., 1997]. The same time limit (after $0.5T) has been determined for the volcanic activity in the Mylitta Fluctus lava field.
[81] The analysis within the Atla Regio structure was most conclusive for Maat Mons volcano. Its distal lava flows are estimated to be Aurelian (after 0.1-0.15T) in the east of the volcano and Upper Atlian or Aurelian in the west and north. Estimates of a very young age of Maat Mons activity are in agreement with the results of Klose et al. [1992] , who found that it is the only high mountaintop on Venus that has not weathered to a radar-reflective mineral assemblage. On the basis of this, these authors concluded that there has been very recent volcanic activity on Maat Mons. Keeping in mind that theoretical calculations and analogies with terrestrial hot spots predict 100-200 m.y. lifetimes for hot spots of Venus [Smrekar and Parmentier, 1996; Smrekar et al., 1997] , the hot spot supplying Maat Mons volcano may be currently active. For other parts of the Atla structure (Ganis Chasma rift, Ozza Mons volcano, and the northeastern segment of Dali Chasma rift), our analysis did not show evidence of such young activity, although the abundance of Pl and RT units in these parts of the region indicates that they are not older than the Lower Atlian, and does not exclude them from being Upper Atlian or even Aurelian.
Conclusions
[82] The above considerations lead us to the following conclusions:
-The degree of degradation of the crater-associated radar-dark deposits can be used as a practical tool for estimation of the absolute age of impact craters and the neighboring geologic units and landforms.
-For craters !30 km in diameter, the lifetime of craterassociated dark parabolas is about 0.1-0.15T, and the lifetime of a clear dark halo, which is the next stage of degradation, is about 0.3T, where T is the global mean age of the surface of Venus.
-These estimates are valid both for the case of a globally synchronous upper boundary of the regional plains (emplacement of the wrinkle ridge network), and for the case of nonsynchronous boundary, if times of emplacement of the regional plains in different geologic provinces of Venus differ from each other by not more than ±0.5T.
-This information provides us with the possibility of subdividing the Atlian Period of the geologic history of Venus into the Lower Atlian and Upper Atlian Epochs, with the age of the boundary between them at $0.5T ago.
-Comparing observed percentages of craters with different types of associated dark deposits, and modeled Craters Sitwell (16.64°N, 190.40°E, D = 32.8 km) and Bashkirtseff (14.68N, 194.04E, 36.3 km) . Dark-parabola crater Sitwell covers the rifted terrain of Ganis Chasma while faint-halo (see lowerright) crater Bashkirtzeff is embayed by Pl lavas emanating from rift-associated volcano. Portion of C1 MIDRP 15N197;1 (top) and photogeologic map of the area (bottom).
percentages, suggests rather constant rates of volcanism and rifting during post-Pwr time.
-Application of this dating technique provides the possibility of estimating the age of at least part of the volcanic and tectonic activity of the Beta-Devana structure as less than $0.5T, which is Upper Atlian or even younger.
-Using this same technique, the same age was estimated for the volcanism forming the Mylitta Fluctus flow field.
-In the Atla Regio structure, the most recent event is the volcanic activity of Maat Mons (less than 0.1-0.15T ago, that is Aurelian, for at least part of it) while the activity of other parts of this structure may be both Atlian and Aurelian.
-Using this technique to date other structures and units on Venus appears promising.
[83] Among the questions and problems that need to be addressed in future studies in order to refine and test this approach are the following:
-Are the styles and rates of degradation of dark deposits associated with craters smaller than 30 km in diameter the same as those for craters >30 km?
-What specific processes are involved in the observed degradation of crater-associated dark deposits? -Can differences in the crater environment, for example, in roughness of the underlying surface, be a cause of anomalous degradation styles and rates?
-How can one estimate more quantitatively the influence of signal/noise ratio on halo detection and visibility?
-How can one better understand the effects of impact velocity and stone/iron vs. cometary impacts on the phenomenon studied?
-Can radar-dark splotches be used for dating purposes in a similar manner? Figure 37 . Crater Urazbike (9.00°S, 202.48°E, D = 7 km) superposed on rifted terrain (RT) and probably on Pl lavas embaying RT. Portion of FMAP 06S198 (top) and photogeologic map of the area (bottom).
